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Abstract - In this paper the verification methodology for an embedded low power sensor node system-on-chip design has been presented. A mixed-signal, power-gated, processor-based sensor node microcontroller has been implemented and verified. The chip implements a number of peripherals, several analog components and a flash memory for program storage. The paper describes applied verification methodology including simulation steps, power analysis and chip measurements.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, advanced system-on-chips (SoCs) implement not only digital components, SRAMs and I/Os, but also analog components, sensors, passives and non-volatile memories integrated on chip [1]. As most modern SoCs are developed for use in battery-powered devices, the power is considered to be one of the most important design constraints. The power reduction in SoC is accomplished by implementation of advanced low power techniques, which introduce new challenges to design and verification methodology [2]. Low power SoCs support complex power management schemes that allow alteration of supply voltage or complete shut-off of inactive parts of the chip. Usually, a low power system is designed to support several power modes controlled by a power control unit. In a specific power mode, selected chip components are powered down or they are set to low voltage or retention state. Consequently, the verification of such systems is a challenging task, since the verification methodology must prove correct chip functionality with respect to all implemented power modes [3].

Additional complexity to SoC verification is introduced by the integration of analog components. The functionality of an analog circuit cannot be efficiently verified in a digital simulation. Even though, the behavior of analog circuits can be described in a mixed-signal language such as Verilog-AMS [4], which is supported by most verification tools, it is still required to perform full SPICE level simulations of an analog circuit in order to verify a golden simulation model to be used as a reference to the behavioral model. A behavioral Verilog-AMS model might be applied in a digital-only simulation for specific tests, but at the cost of increased simulation time. However, designers often choose to test only the interface to an analog block by using a simplified verification model of the analog-to-digital interface.

The verification of a processor-based SoC requires thorough testing of processor’s instruction set as well as the functional testing of peripherals and system bus. If a program memory, such as an embedded Flash, is integrated on chip, the verification methodology must prove correct functionality of memory erase, write and read tasks initiated from memory controller or a dedicated port. All system components, memory access and communication between processor and peripherals must be functionally verified.

Finally, a verification methodology must be created in a way that it provides all required inputs for efficient chip testing after the fabrication. During post-production measurements, the stimuli from a functional simulation are applied to the chip and the chip response is being recorded. The measurements results are then compared to the results of functional simulation.

This paper describes the verification methodology applied to the design of an embedded sensor node microcontroller. The designed sensor node SoC integrates a 16-bit RISC processor, multiple I/O peripherals, crypto cores, embedded Flash, SRAMs and analog components. It also implements advanced low power techniques such as power gating and frequency islands. The chip was fabricated and tested.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The Section II discusses basic tasks of design verification. The Section III gives details on the target design and Section IV describes applied verification methodology. Section V concludes the paper.

II. DESIGN VERIFICATION

Design verification applies set of actions in order to prove physical, electrical and functional correctness of design. The design is verified for power, timing, physical correctness and functional behavior. Functional verification is a fundamental step in design verification, and it is tightly coupled with timing verification. Functional verification is typically done in a functional simulation. Most verification tools support direct RTL (register transfer level) simulations based on common hardware description languages (VHDL or Verilog) as well as more complex methodologies such as universal verification methodology (UVM) defined for simulations based on SystemVerilog, a hardware description and verification language that allows complex, assertion-based simulation scenarios [5]. The
III. SENSOR NODE DESIGN

In focus of this paper is verification of a complex sensor node system on chip designed for sensor applications with strong security demands [8]. To better understand the complexity of the design to be verified, the architecture of the target system, as well as, the steps related to system design and implementation are briefly described.

A. System Architecture

A sensor node microcontroller, which architecture is shown in Fig. 1, has been designed to cope with the security problems in wireless sensor networks (WSN). The security challenges in WSN have been addressed by hardware implementation of several advanced crypto algorithms. The system integrates hardware accelerators for AES (advanced encryption standard), ECC (elliptic curve cryptography), and SHA-1 (secure hash algorithm). The core of the system is a 16-bit RISC processor compatible to Texas Instruments MSP430X architecture. Additionally, the chip integrates a baseband processor core supporting direct-sequence spread spectrum, a spread spectrum modulation technique used to reduce overall signal interference. The system implements 16 kB of RAM and 64 kB of non-volatile sector-erasable Flash enhanced with error correction capability (EDAC). The designed SoC integrates a number of peripherals, e.g. I/O digital ports, timers, serial ports and controllers for Flash and analog-to-digital converter (ADC). The clock distribution is provided by an integrated DCO and two external sources, one for slow and one for fast clock input. The integrated clock controller allows individual clock setup for each peripheral. The ADC is interfaced to an integrated preamplifier circuit that provides the connection to an external biomedical sensor (BMS). The power management control is maintained by the power controller unit. The system implements five power-gated islands allowing power shut-down of selected crypto cores, the baseband core and UART blocks. The system also supports global clock gating of all peripherals. The debug capability is provided through a dedicated I2C debug port.
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Fig. 1. Sensor node microcontroller

B. System Design and Implementation

The first step in the design of a sensor node microcontroller was system planning that included the exploration of architectures, algorithms and protocols related to the system application. The planning phase resulted in the decision on hardware/software partitioning.
and the definition of system architecture and power saving strategy for design.

The RTL design process included HDL (hardware description language) design and verification of system components and system itself. Some system components have been taken from existing IP libraries and some have been designed from scratch. The power control logic for selected power saving scheme was designed and verified in RTL as well.

The implementation steps followed the completion of RTL design for the system. The implementation flow started with the creation of power intent description file for the design. The power intent file contains a set of TCL commands, which describe power domains and supply voltages in the design. It also contains the information on low-power specific cells and libraries to be used in the implementation flow. The design power intent was described in CPF format (common power format) supported by the Cadence power-aware implementation tools. The CPF was also used in power-aware RTL simulations and back-annotations to verify correct behavior of the implemented power controller and to test the state switching between different system power modes.

The implementation steps included synthesis of the RTL design to physical gates and the backend implementation steps (floorplanning, clock tree insertion, place and route). The creation of power islands was performed during the floorplanning phase. The resulting layout of the system is shown in Fig. 2. The chip was implemented in IHP 0.25 um BiCMOS technology, and it runs with maximum frequency of 11.4 MHz. The estimated and measured power consumption of the chip was around 10 mW at 1 MHz.

IV. VERIFICATION METHODOLOGY

The verification of the designed SoC included functional and power verification during design process and the testing of fabricated chip. The functional verification included simulations of digital and analog parts and system level simulations. Before the system integration had started, each IP peripheral was thoroughly tested in a dedicated simulation environment. Only UARTs were tested by a UVM-enabled verification process using SystemVerilog verification models. All other IP-cores had their dedicated Verilog/VHDL simulation environment. The peripheral tests included exhaustive tests of IP functionality performed on the RTL-level. The analog components were tested in pure analog and mixed-signal simulations, including schematic simulations and SPICE simulations of the extracted layout netlists. The analog cores were also characterized for power and checked for design rule violations. The system-level tests were created to prove the overall system functionality with respect to timing and power constraints.

A. System Level Tests

The top-level simulation suite included a set of more than 30 test programs that execute from Flash. The test programs implement program routines designed to verify basic peripheral functionality and the functionality of whole system. In a simulation, the testbench loads the image of a test program to the Flash functional model and starts the execution. The results of test operations are then written to external ports and evaluated in the testbench. Additionally, the traces of signal changes during the simulation were captured in an EVCD file (extended value change dump), a standard industry-enabled file format for capturing simulation data, which was then used as an input for post-production tests. Since the Flash programmability was provided by the I2C debug port, a number of I2C-based tests were created to test the basic Flash operations, erase, write, read, and sector-based operations. For that purpose, a simulation model of I2C debug device was created and implemented in the test environment. The I2C-based simulations were used to simulate the instruction set of the processor and to create the program loading sequences for post-production tests. A simplified illustration of the applied verification environment is shown in Fig. 3.
The behavior of power control logic was tested using dedicated test scenarios that forced controller to switch between different power modes of the chip. Those simulations were performed using power-aware capability of the Cadence simulation tool (Innovus) able to interpret design power intent information specified in a CPF file. The CPF-based simulations were designed to check for correct functionality of the power controller unit and to report eventual power state violations. The signal activity from the power-related simulations was captured in a full-scope EVCD file that is used when performing dynamic power simulations of the routed design. The results of power estimations for different case scenarios were compared in post-production to the power measurement results of fabricated chips.

B. Post-Production Tests

The post-production tests included functional wafer testing of fabricated microcontroller chips and power measurements. The tests were performed with an industrial tester device (Agilent Verigy 9300) capable for both wafer and package testing. The tester is constructed to operate with input stimuli extracted from EVCD files generated in simulations. A standard test procedure applies input stimuli to the device under test and samples the response on the chip output ports. The recorded output values are then compared to the expected values extracted from the same EVCD file. The measured sensor-node chip could not be stimulated externally, since it was designed to read the program data from an integrated Flash memory. Therefore, the test stimuli data had to be written to the Flash memory and executed from it. For that purpose a set of initial programming sequences that program the Flash via I2C debug port was created. The I2C programming sequence was erasing the Flash, writing the test program to it and reading the code back to check if it was correctly written. Following this approach, a complete set of test programs was sequentially stored and executed from Flash in a fully automatized test procedure.

The basic functionality of ADC was tested separately by applying predefined DC values to ADC inputs and reading back the converted data from the ADC internal registers. The extracted values were compared to the expected values obtained from analog simulations.

The chip power consumption was measured for representative test cases and compared to the power estimation results. Finally, the functioning chips were selected for packaging and further utilization.

V. CONCLUSION

The verification of a complex SoC is a challenging task requiring detailed planning of verification methodology with respect to the design process and post-production chip measurements. This paper described a verification approach in the design of a complex sensor node microcontroller SoC. The paper discussed main aspects of SoC verification and gave the details of the applied verification methodology. A special attention was given to the verification challenges introduced by implementation of low power techniques and integration of analog components in the system. The practical approach to the verification of a Flash-based system is described in detail.
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